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Comments received
Q 6 - Were you satisfied with the overall facilities offered by the Base?
1. Possible soft closers on the doors so they do not bang when closing.
2. We found the cooker to be a bit on the slow side I think this maybe
because the bottom of some the pans were domed and not making
good contact with the heat possibly. Please do not take this as a
complaint as it is far from that, we were very pleased with the facilities
and is meant as constructive feedback
3. When we arrived the fridge was very dirty and contained milk that
was 3 months out of date.
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4. Oven was a bit small (couldn't fit the deep trays in) Kitchen cupboard
by was sagging & needed a bracket
5. I recognise that MSB is a "working" Scout Hall, however in an ideal
world it would be nice to have more leader accommodation. Perhaps
a full width screen that can be pulled across the end 3rd of the hall
6. The kitchen is fairly well equipped, but the cupboards are very high
and rather dangerously filled with heavy crockery - not easy to access
if not tall and/or fit. The constantly dripping tap is very annoying and
very water wasteful! Some cafetieres would be a helpful addition for
those who wish to make 'proper coffee' Otherwise the base is very
warm and cosy and a very good venue. Thank you
7. More pots and pans and some better chef's knives for the kitchen.
8. Stop the tap dripping!
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